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FOREWORD
PROJECT-E. Empower. Education. Ethiopia.
In October 2016, we celebrated our 10th anniversary.
10 years of "Education Empowers".
When Wenzel Waldstein founded PROJECT-E more
than 10 years ago, he was unaware of what he was
setting in motion. In the coming years, more than 150
young people should make a voluntary contribution
to the development of the organisation and its
projects.
The tremendous energy and dedication that Wenzel
put into his organisation at the time can still be felt in

the project today, attracting new people every day
and moving them to invest their own time to make
a difference.
During the foundational years, not only was created
an instrument to strengthen educational opportunities
for young women in Ethiopia: PROJECT-E became a
construct that should create connections between
young people from different countries. People working
together for free education to lay the groundwork for
self-determination and independence. To pass on
the privilege of education.

INTRODUCTION

The PROJECT-E team has constantly worked to
empower young women in Ethiopia throughout
2017. Our hotel school, the PROJECT-E Hospitality
Institute (PEHI), continues to train two years, each
with 20 female students, in a state-accredited «Hotel
Operation Training». In summer 2017, an important
milestone of the PEHI was achieved: Our first year has
successfully completed the two-year training and
within a few weeks all graduates found a job.

The positive feedback we receive from other
organisations operating in Ethiopia, as well as official
authorities, gives us a positive view of the year 2018 moving to a larger compound and an expansion of
our training capacities is planned.
All these developments are only possible thanks to
your support - so we would like to thank you once
again for this! We are incredibly grateful for your
dedicated contributions that encourage us every
day to pursue our mission of women empowerment.

Through the participation and representation of
PROJECT-E at important events and conferences in
Addis Ababa, our local network has grown steadily
in 2017. This has enabled us to build new relationships
with development actors such as embassies and
international organisations and use them for future
cooperation.

Nadja Frercksen
Management Board

Enjoy reading the 2017 annual report!

Moritz Kolbe
Management Board
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A PROJECT-E student practising at the wine bar.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

LEVEL 2 CERTIFICATE

Hotel Operation Level 2 Certificate
One of the goals for the PEHI for 2017 was to get
registered for Hotel Operation (HOP) Level 2. Since we
met all necessary government standards regarding our
curriculum and training facilities, we have successfully
accomplished this goal. Throughout 2017, the PEHI
has begun to prepare for the next step: Acquiring
Level 3 - this process will continue throughout 2018.
The plan of getting registered for Level 3 is intended to

be accomplished parallel with the short-term trainings
we aim to set up. Incorporating another accredited
level into our two-year vocational training will allow
our students to get the best out of their two years at
the PEHI. The hotel industry is in high demand of staff
that is educated with Level 3 of HOP and our students
will have several benefits from this addition as well.

PROJECT-E students attending IT classes and beverage courses.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

LEVEL 3 CERTIFICATE

Add Hotel Operation Level 3 to our Curriculum
As mentioned before, we are preparing the
incorporation of Hotel Operation (HOP) Level 3 in
our curriculum. Teaching HOP Level 3 will allow our
students to apply for better positions in quality hotels
and qualify to become a supervisor in the field of
their specialty. Moreover, HOP Level 3 enables our
students to specialise in the following areas: Food

and Beverage Services, Front Office Operation,
and Housekeeping Service (currently, they get a
comprehensive training in all of them without further
specification). While still providing high-quality and
intensive practical training, we will be able to offer
Level 1, 2 and 3 in two years’ time.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

RECRUITMENT
OF THIRD ROUND

Our Third Year of Students
directly visiting the Sub Cities. A PROJECT-E information
and registration stand is set up to register interested
candidates right away rather than waiting for them to
come to the PEHI for registration. This new procedure
enabled us to reach much more beneficiaries within
our target group. Currently, we have 20 students
in the third batch that started in October 2017. So
far, they have completed two internships and an
intensive housekeeping training. We find them very
vibrant and passionate about the hospitality industry
as well as about taking the chance with PROJECT-E
to change their circumstances.

The third batch of students joined PROJECT-E in
October 2017. To get the selection process as
accurate as possible we started the process earlier
this year in May. This gave us the necessary time to
reach as many potential beneficiaries as possible
within the city of Addis Ababa. Due to the limited
number of students we accept each year it is of great
importance to us to reach our target groups in order
to reduce the number of dropouts. After identifying
the strength and weaknesses of the prior recruitment
processes we have managed to develop a systematic
selection process. The responsible staff members are
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

FIRST GRADUATION
AT THE PEHI

Reflection on Graduates
In June 2017, the PEHI graduated its first year of
students. Out of the 20 students that were recruited
in October 2015, 16 managed to graduate. It was
a great accomplishment for the students as well
as for the project as it was PROJECT-E’s first take
upon establishing and implementing the Hospitality
Institute. All of the 16 graduates found their first
employment in the hospitality industry within a few
weeks after graduation. Two of the graduates are
pursuing a Bachelor’s degree at university while
working and three students have continued to study
HOP Level 3 also while working. We have received
great feedback from our partner hotels last summer,
and even had to disappoint some Human Resources
managers who asked for more PROJECT-E graduates
to employ – however, all our students had already
found a job shortly after graduating.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

The first batch of students at their graduation ceremony together with PROJECT-E staff.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

STRATEGY WEEKENDS

Strategy Weekend in Vienna
Twice a year, all members of the European Team
of PROJECT-E are invited to meet on a weekend to
discuss the project’s strategies. On the first weekend
of the year 2017, the PROJECT-E team came together
in Vienna, Austria for the first Strategy Weekend of
the year, evaluating ongoing work, making new
plans and meeting old and new team members and
friends.
We started the weekend with a tasty dinner in an
Ethiopian restaurant – an old tradition of the Strategy
Weekends. While eating delicious Injera, we could
catch up and exchange news with new and old team
members. The Saturday was filled with introducing
new people to the team, questioning and discussing
work sequences in Addis and in Europe and outlining
the project’s future. Not only were there various new
faces starting their volunteer positions in Team Europe
but also Sena Kinati, the new Country Representative,
got the chance to introduce herself to Team Europe.
She started working in Addis in mid-January and will
keep the communication between Team Europe
and Team Ethiopia running smoothly.
Another highlight of the strategy weekend was
Saturday’s charity party for PROJECT-E at the
location SNEAK IN. The photographer Fabian Held
(Atelier Wiener Reis) had travelled through Ethiopia
taking amazing pictures and contributed parts of his
revenues from that exhibition to PROJECT-E.
Finally, on Sunday the concrete tasks of the next
few months got discussed, specified, and fixed
by deadlines in the different teams. The Strategy
Weekend was once again very work-intensive,
productive and inspiring and has shown, that another
successful year lies ahead for PROJECT-E and its
dedicated goal of women empowerment in Ethiopia.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

Strategy Weekend in Heidelberg
2017’s second Strategy Weekend took place from
the 1st to 3rd September in Heidelberg, Germany
and it was a good opportunity to catch up with the
members of the various departments and of course
with our Country Representative, Sena Kinati.
On Saturday, we kicked off the Strategy Weekend
and met in the rooms of the University of Heidelberg.
Each department presented its development since
the last time we met for the Strategy Weekend in
Vienna in January. Of course, also Sena Kinati got
the chance to present the recent development at
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the Hospitality Institute in Addis Ababa. Additionally,
three workshops were organised, which covered the
topics of the digital working space for Team Europe,
developments and challenges for the work in Addis
and further improvements of the work of Team
Europe.
On Sunday, we spent the time getting together in
our respective departments and planning the next
six months of work as concretely as possible and thus
worked on To-Do lists as well as established upcoming
goals and milestones that we want to reach.

ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

THE ING-DIBA
CHALLENGE
For the PROJECT-E team in Europe, October was
strongly marked by the fundraising competition
“1000€ für 1000 Vereine“ organised by ING-DiBa bank.
The competition aims at supporting NGOs and charity
organisations: During a six-week long timeframe,
people can vote via a secure one-person one-vote
principle for the different participating organisations
on the ING-DiBa website. Those organisations ranking
among the 200 organisations with most votes in their
size category win 1000 Euro.

winning organisations, however, we quickly realised
that the other organisations did not put less effort
into mobilising supporters for their cause. Especially
when the deadline on 7th November neared, all
organisations could mobilise many more votes,
so that the ranking changed tremendously every
few minutes. Even though the competition stayed
exciting till the last minute we eventually achieved
rank 80 out of over 1700 making us one of the winners
of 1000 Euro.

As this competition posed an amazing chance to fund
PROJECT-E’s work, we were immediately motivated
to put all our effort into that competition. The first step
of our strategy was to mobilise our personal network
– so family, friends and even forgotten contacts got
at least 2 reminders to vote for PROJECT-E. In a next
step, PROJECT-E’s social media channels were put
under a lot of strain to promote the competition and
win supporters. Last but not least, group emails were
sent out to all members and alumni to remind them of
promoting the ING-DiBa challenge again, and again.
Initially, we were optimistic to get ranked among the

Besides this happy financial ending of this fundraising
event, the whole competition has shown the potential
of Team Europe: Despite the team members’
geographical distance, we were able to set up three
physical promotion events at three different German
cities. The challenge was carried by an extraordinary
positive energy among all team members. It has
proven again that despite the challenge of remote
working places, Team Europe is held together by both
an exceptional team spirit and the shared dedication
to the organisational goal of women empowerment
in Ethiopia. This allows us to suit action to the word.

A PROJECT-E Team Europe member raising votes for the ING Diba Challenge.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

BREAK OUT PITCH

PROJECT-E’s Application for BreakOut
A very intense activity during autumn 2017 was
PROJECT-E’s application as a beneficiary of BreakOut,
another student initiative that collects money by
organising a very special event.
The organisation BreakOut organises a 36-hours
event every year, where teams of two people travel
as far as they can. Different from normal travelling,
they are not allowed to spend any money for
transport but depend on free lifts in any thinkable
mean of transport. Thereby, they collect money
with every kilometre they make from their personal
sponsors. BreakOut itself calls it a “Charity Travelling
Competition for adventurous people” and generates
approximately 100 000€ every year to donate it to an
NGO. PROJECT-E took part in the application process
to be the beneficiary of this money for BreakOut 2018.
Already back in May, some PROJECT-E members
visited the Breakout departure event in Munich to meet
the responsible people of the event. In September,
the application period for the partner organisations
started. First, a written project description had to
be handed in. Then, five organisations were chosen
to present their projects personally. Besides Jambo
Bukoba e.V., Jangu e.V., ROCK YOUR LIFE and
OneDollarGlasses, PROJECT-E was one of the five
chosen ones.
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All applicants could present themselves in a fiveminute pitch. Apart from the description of the
project itself, the organisations were supposed to
present how they will use the money from BreakOut.
PROJECT-E explained that they are in need of the
money for the planned expansion of the Hospitality
Institute to teach even more students. Thanks to the
close collaboration of many PROJECT-E members,
a very good presentation had been prepared to
make the most out of the available five minutes and
therefore the presentation went very well. Especially
the fact that PROJECT-E is fully run by volunteering
students, just as BreakOut, seemed to fit perfectly.
In the end, OneDollarGlasses was awarded partner
of BreakOut 2018 and will receive the collected
money. Despite the disappointment, PROJECT-E
warmly congratulates to that success. Even though
PROJECT-E did not make it at the end, it was a very
interesting event, where PROJECT-E could not only
gain valuable experiences but could also get in
touch with other interesting NGOs. Therefore, a big
thank you goes to the BreakOut team for their great
engagement and an exciting selection process.

ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

ADVENT
CALENDAR

Social media platforms such as Facebook and
Instagram are very important to promote PROJECTE’s mission of women empowerment. In December
2016, PROJECT-E already had a social media advent
calendar, and as this was well received by our
audience, the Public Relations Department decided
to create another social media advent calendar
for December 2017. The idea was to present parts
of Ethiopia’s culture every day so that our followers
could learn more about this interesting country. At
the beginning of October, we started to brainstorm
on different ideas regarding potential topics and the
basic concept of the calendar was developed. From
then on, videos and photos of the Hospitality Institute
were collected by PROJECT-E’s Team Ethiopia,

giveaways were organised and articles were written.
We managed to finalise everything on time and
throughout December, the posts were published on a
daily basis on Instagram and Facebook. The advent
calendar informed our followers about what an
Ethiopian dance looks like, what PROJECT-E’s students
like to eat, listen to and why they are motivated to
study at the PEHI. Thanks to the support of different
companies we could get great giveaways such as
the photo calendar “Africa Through My Eyes”, Coffee
Circle’s Ethiopian coffee, Fair Product’s Ethiopian
spices and the book “Love Rules”. The social media
calendar allowed us to convey the variety of Ethiopia,
PROJECT-E’s work and our dedication to women
empowerment to our followers.

Examplary posts of our advent calendar.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TALENT
MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

The Talent Management (TM) department’s role is
to recruit new team members, train them, and to
optimise PROJECT-E’s work through finding talents
and motivating positive behaviours. In addition to
that, the TM department is also responsible for the
ongoing development of the organisation’s best
practices to enhance productivity and efficiency.
This goes beyond recruitment and involves strategic
planning and an agile integration of technologies
and structures that help to form a consistent, highly
productive and professional work environment. While
these goals are attainable, they are surrounded by
challenges; namely the time limitation and the webbased nature of the Team Europe work. However,
as the team is composed of motivated and wellexperienced people, these challenges can be
met, ensuring a high level of productivity and good
outcomes. In 2017 and early 2018, the TM department
received 58 applications from potential web-based
members and Addis international volunteers, out of
which 40% were accepted to join PROJECT-E.
In addition to maintaining PROJECT-E’s workforce,
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the TM team with the support of the Management
Board transferred PROJECT-E’s communication
infrastructure to Microsoft Office 365 including
Exchange and SharePoint applications in mid-2017.
These technical upgrades have enabled all teams
to work smoothly and simultaneously and access
PROJECT-E resources from anywhere and on any
device with an internet connection.
In 2018, the TM department is planning to expand
PROJECT-E’s network in Austria, Switzerland and
other countries as well as strengthen the volunteers’
network in Germany through a city and state-focused
recruitment. The team is also planning to conduct indepth surveys with current members to get feedback,
determine best practices and tackle current and
future issues.

ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

MANAGEMENT BOARD VISIT
IN ADDIS ABABA
that have developed over the last two years, the
whole project has grown so much: It has become a
highly professional training institute with inspiring and
dedicated staff members who train our students not
only in Hotel Operation but also in life skills training
and are constantly improving our programme. The
two-week-long stay at the PEHI was dominated
by discussions and meetings with our Country
Representative and Project Manager concerning the
general project direction, current cooperation ideas
and possible future expansions. One important topic
on the agenda was the upcoming year, which will
be an important year for PROJECT-E: We are looking
for a new project compound and cost recovery
options to increase our financial sustainability. Thus,
being present in Addis Ababa allowed us to engage
in wider discussions and brainstorming outside the
normal topic range which sometimes falls short in the
daily work routine.

Everyday communication between the Management
Board in Europe and PROJECT-E in Ethiopia takes
place via weekly telephone conferences with our
Country Representative on the ground. Of course,
this cannot replace personal impressions regarding
the project development. Therefore, it is important
for us to visit the PEHI at irregular intervals in person.
This opportunity was offered to Nadja Frercksen in
August 2017, who visited the project on behalf of the
Management Board for two weeks.
It was an amazing chance to see the development
of the first graduate students since they started their
education with PROJECT-E two years ago. They
have grown into independent, educated and selfconfident women who have developed visions
for their lives and are on the way to realise them.
Nadja Frercksen accompanied some of the recent
graduates to job interviews at different hotels in Addis
– and these meetings revealed how welcomed and
demanded the first PROJECT-E graduates are in
the hospitality industry. But it is not only our students

Nadja Frercksen with Team Addis.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

SOCIAL MEDIA USE

The Use of Social Media by PROJECT-E
Social media is part of the daily life of PROJECT-E.
Because PROJECT-E is mainly based on sponsors and
fundraising, it is particularly important to communicate
our activities and to give PROJECT-E a personal note
by sharing pictures and videos. Social media channels
are central to public relations and communication.
PROJECT-E is using four different social media
platforms: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and –
since March 2018 – Twitter. They all have their own
functions, trying to reach a different audience or to
achieve a specific goal. Facebook is mainly used to
communicate on the life of the Hospitality Institute
and on the activities undertaken by PROJECT-E. The
message will mostly reach people, who already know
and support PROJECT-E. Instagram and Twitter are
used to extend the number of people who know and
support PROJECT-E. With the opening of the Twitter
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account, PROJECT-E also aims to play a greater role
in advocating for women’s empowerment, youth
education and employment. LinkedIn is mostly used
to recruit new volunteers or employees.
Content is regularly written on the different social
media channels of PROJECT-E, trying to publish
different posts, articles, images or videos for each
of them. It can be photos or videos of our students
in Addis Ababa, articles about the activities of
PROJECT-E, events organised by the organisation,
content related to women’s empowerment and
employment, etc. One type of post in particular
called “Team Thursday” is produced on a regular
basis: Since September, and on a weekly basis, short
interviews with members – volunteers and employees
— of PROJECT-E are published.

AIMS & GOALS
FOR 2018
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AIMS & GOALS FOR 2017

NEW BUILDING

New Facilities
In autumn 2017, the management team in Europe
and Ethiopia decided on a major change for 2018:
the move to a new institute building. Due to an
upcoming rent increase for the current building
paired with long lasting expansion wishes, it was time
to start the search for new facilities.
The Institute building, which is the heart of PROJECT-E
in Ethiopia, has a distinctive impact on all project
processes. Our capacity to expand in the future as
well as how we are perceived by official partners and
the public are largely dependent on the facilities.
Accordingly, it was necessary to be aware of the
relevant criteria in advance to find a suitable building.
Among others, questions we considered were:
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In which part of the city should the new institute
ideally be located? How well would it be connected
to public transport? To what extent would the
premises be sufficient for a future expansion? Would
accommodation be available for the students?
The search began at the end of 2017, for which the
academic staff and the management team in Addis
went on repeated tours around the city. In Ethiopia,
there is no online service offering an overview of
available real estate. In fact, frequent visits with estate
agents are a necessity. After months of searching, we
finally found a building that met our needs. Currently,
we are negotiating with the landlord and hope to
sign the contract soon.

AIMS & GOALS FOR 2017

NEW PROJECT
PROPOSAL
Application for a New Project Proposal
Our Country Representative in cooperation with
the Management Board has been preparing a new
project proposal for the PEHI in autumn 2017– this must
be done every three years in order to be allowed
to run the project. The procedure is as follows: the
proposal is mainly written for the Bureau of Finance
and Economic Development (BOFED) since this
institution facilitates and approves all projects of
non-governmental organisations in Addis Ababa.
The proposal will then be evaluated by BOFED and
sent to the project signatories that are mentioned in
the project proposal and the Charities and Societies
Agency (CHSA) for comments and evaluation before
its final approval. The signatories have a formal look

at the proposal; if they have comments they send it
back to PROJECT-E for amendment. If everything is
to their standard, they send the signed document
back to BOFED. The CHSA is not only a signatory of
the proposal but also issuing the working licence for
PROJECT-E once the proposal is formally accepted
by BOFED. The whole process takes several weeks
and even more if the preparation phase in 2017 is
taken into account. The accepted proposal will
allow us to run our PEHI for another three years
and also gives us the chance to amend and add
activities that have not been included in our last
proposal.

SHORT-TERM
TRAINING PROGRAMME
In 2018, PROJECT-E aims to start a short-term training
programme during the European summer months.
This additional training programme will increase the
number of beneficiaries and extend our target group.
In the long run, the short-term training will target
beneficiaries with different backgrounds — this will
include young women with disabilities, those at risk
of migrations or repatriates who returned to Ethiopia.
The short-term training shall give this extended target

group a sustainable future in the labour market
of Addis Ababa. The short-term training will focus
on housekeeping and will take a maximum of four
months. Housekeeping is a suitable training focus for
this short training period as the related employability
rate within the hospitality sector is high and it will not
require completely new training materials or staff
members at the PEHI.
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CONTACT DETAILS
CONTACT DETAILS & IMPRINT
PROJECT-E Germany e.V.
Guido- Schmitt- Weg 3
69126 Heidelberg
GLS Bank
IBAN: DE19 4306 0967 6029 5779 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS
PROJECT-E Austria
Neustiftgasse 14/19
1070 Wien
Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen
IBAN: AT39 2011 1288 6090 9400
Swift: GIBAATWW
PROJECT-E Education in Ethiopia
Im Wiesengrund 12
8700 Küsnacht
AEK BANK 1826 Genossenschaft
IBAN: CH97 0870 4048 0904 0014 5
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